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change the contents without notice and without incurring obligation. Page 4: Introduction State
of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. Please take the time
to get well acquainted with your vehicle by reading this handbook. The more you know and
understand about your vehicle, the greater the safety and pleasure you will derive from driving
it. To access this information, special equipment must be directly connected to the recording
modules. Ford Motor Company and Ford of Canada do not access event data recorder
information without obtaining consent, Page 7 Driving chapter. Ford makes no representation
as to the suitability of your vehicle for snowplowing, in particular regarding the potential for
exceeding vehicle weight limits, airbag SRS deployment sensitivity, vehicle crash integrity, or
powertrain durability. Report the fault to a dealer at the earliest opportunity. A chime will also
sound to remind you to fasten your safety belt. High beams: Illuminates when the high beam
headlamps are turned on. Odometer: Registers the total miles kilometers of the vehicle. If the
needle falls below the normal range, stop the vehicle, turn F f12 Owners Guide postfmt USA
English fus Page 17 For more information, refer to Filling the tank under the Fuel Information
section in the Maintenance and Specifications chapter. Also use in menu mode to select various
settings. Audio: Press to access select various settings. Treble: Press to adjust the treble
setting. Press again to return to the playing media. Page 21 CD. Repeat: Press to repeat the
current CD track. CD eject: Press to eject a CD. Seek: Press to access the next strong station or
track. Page 24 8. Scan: Press for a brief sampling of radio stations or CD tracks. Press again to
stop. Press and hold to autoload up to six CDs. Press and hold to auto eject all CDs present in
the system. Irregular shaped CDs, CDs with a scratch protection film attached, and CDs with
homemade paper adhesive labels should not be inserted into the CD player. Select 2. Adjust the
temperature control to maintain comfort. Set the fan speed to the highest setting. Rear defrost if
equipped : Press to defrost the rear window. Refer to Rear Window Defrost for more
information. If your vehicle is equipped with a mini message center, refer to Mini message
center electronic compass temperature display in the Driver Controls Chapter. Deselect the
autolamps after the desired autolamp delay time maximum of 3 minutes At this point, the
headlamps and park lamps will turn off. High beams Push the lever toward the instrument panel
to activate. Pull the lever towards you to deactivate. Park the vehicle directly in front of a wall or
screen on a level surface, approximately 25 feet 7. Repeat step 3â€”5 for the other headlamp.
Close the hood and turn off the lamps. To replace all instrument panel lights - see your dealer F
f12 Owners Guide postfmt USA English fus Page 49 Grasp the bulb only by its plastic base and
do not touch the glass. The oil from your hand could cause the bulb to break the next time the
headlamps are operated. Install the new bulb in reverse order. Make sure the headlamp control
is in the OFF position. Open the tailgate to expose the lamp assembly screws and remove the
two screws from the tail lamp assembly. Remove the bulb socket from the foglamp by turning
counterclockwise. Disconnect the electrical connector from the foglamp bulb. Pull out the old
bulb from the socket and push in the new bulb. Install the bulb socket in lamp assembly by
turning it clockwise. Attach the new wiper to the wiper arm and press it into place until a click is
heard. Replace wiper blades every 6 months for optimum performance. If your vehicle is
equipped with a overhead console rail system, there are several features that can operated.
Push upwards with palms. While pushing upwards with palms, grip the side latches with fingers
and squeeze. Exceeding these limits will result in a blown fuse. Always keep the power point
caps closed when not being used. Press completely down on the bottom part of the rocker
switch and release quickly. Press the top part of the rocker switch to stop. To activate the
heated mirrors, press the rear defrost button located on the climate control panel. Press and
release this control to decrease the vehicle set speed in small amounts by 1 mph 1. Press and
hold the desired HomeLink button. Do NOT release the button. This value is not the same as the
average fuel economy display. The running average fuel economy is reinitialized to a factory
default value if the battery is disconnected. Autolocks This feature automatically locks all
vehicle doors when the vehicle is shifted into any gear, putting the vehicle in motion. Displayed
when the engine is overheating. Stop the vehicle as soon as safely possible, turn off the engine.
If the warning stays on or continues to come on, contact your dealer as soon as possible. These
messages indicate improper operation of the vehicle network communication between
electronic modules. A correct zone setting will eliminate this error. Refer to Compass zone
adjustment. As many as 5 complete circles may be required. The compass is now calibrated.

Lift tailgate to a 80 degree angle from horizontal. Remove tailgate from left side hinge by sliding
tailgate to the right. To install, follow the removal procedures in reverse order. When driving the
vehicle off road, the bed extender should be removed and the tailgate closed. To install the bed
extender, follow the removal procedure in reverse order. Repeat this procedure for another
remote transmitter if desired. Replacing the battery The remote entry transmitter uses one coin
type three-volt lithium battery CR or equivalent. Turn the ignition to the 3 ON position, and
within five seconds, press the control two times. Note: After turning the ignition to the 3 ON
position, two horn chirps should be heard, indicating that the F f12 Owners Guide postfmt USA
English fus Page 92 Before following the activation or deactivation procedures, make sure the
ignition is off, and all vehicle doors are closed. The user should receive a horn chirp to indicate
the system has been disabled or a chirp followed by a honk to indicate the system has been
enabled. Enter the factory set 5â€”digit code. This must be done within five seconds of
completing Step 1. Refer to Programming spare keys for instructions on how to program the
coded key. Use of these systems may result in vehicle starting problems and a loss of security
protection. Note: Large metallic objects, electronic devices that are used to purchase gasoline
or similar items, or a second coded key on the same key chain may cause vehicle starting
issues. Page 97 5. If failure repeats, bring your vehicle to your dealership to have the new spare
key s programmed. The head restraints can be moved up and down. Push control to lower head
restraint. Press the front or rear portion to tilt the seat. The indicator light on the control will
illuminate when activated. The system automatically shuts off after 10 minutes. Each seat
cushion can be flipped up into the seatback position. See Front passenger sensing system in
the airbags section of this chapter. To unfasten, push the release button and remove the tongue
from the buckle. How to use the automatic locking mode 1. Buckle the combination lap and
shoulder belt. Do NOT place objects between the seats, this could interfere with the functioning
of the pretensioner. The system monitors and tailors the air bag deployment based upon safety
belt usage. Failure to properly wear your safety belt will increase your risk of injury. To ensure
that you have used the correct buckle you should hear a snap and feel it latch. Shorten and
fasten the belt when not in use. The following are reasons most often given for not wearing
safety belts: All statistics based on U. Safety belt maintenance Inspect the safety belt systems
periodically to make sure they work properly and are not damaged. Inspect the safety belts to
make sure F f12 Owners Guide postfmt USA English fus Page Air Bags if equipped , shoulder
belt guide on seatback if equipped , child safety seat LATCH and tether anchors, and attaching
hardware, should be inspected after a collision. Ford Motor Company recommends that all
safety belt assemblies in use in vehicles involved in a collision be replaced. This is because the
back of the infant seat is too close to the inflating air bag and the risk of a fatal injury to the
infant when the air bag inflates is substantial. See your Ford or Lincoln Mercury dealer. The
front passenger air bag is not designed to offer protection to an occupant in the center front
seating position. Several air bag system components get hot after inflation. Do not touch them
after inflation. An out of position front center occupant could affect the decision of the front
passenger sensing system. Medical condition. Important child restraint precautions You are
required by law to use safety restraints for children in the U. If small children generally children
who are four years old F f12 Owners Guide postfmt USA English fus Page To improve the fit of
both the lap and shoulder belt on children who have outgrown child safety seats, Ford Motor
Company recommends use of a belt-positioning booster. They can slide around and increase
the likelihood of injury or death in a collision. For more information on top tether straps and
anchors, refer to Attaching safety seats with tether straps in this chapter. Page Make sure the
tongue is latched securely by pulling on it. If the retractor is not locked, unbuckle the belt and
repeat steps two through nine. Check to make sure the child seat is properly secured before
each use. Position the child safety seat on the seat cushion. Page 6. If the safety seat is not
anchored properly, the risk of a child being injured in a collision greatly increases. Check to see
if the anchors hold the seat in place. If the safety seat is not anchored properly, the risk of a
child being injured in a crash greatly increases. The emission system heats up the engine
compartment and exhaust system, which can start a fire. Make sure the headlamps and vehicle
accessories are off. Make sure the gearshift is in P Park. Make sure the parking brake is set.
BRAKE 5. If a light fails to illuminate, have the vehicle serviced. Even when the ABS is disabled,
normal braking is still effective. Start the vehicle and release the parking brake. Do not drive
your vehicle until you verify that the brakelamps are working. Inclement weather may also affect
the function of the RSS; this may include reduced performance or a false activation. The tone
may also be heard if items in the truck bed protrude rearward outside the bed. Illuminates when
4H is selected. Illuminates when 4L is selected. Bring the vehicle to a complete stop. Depress
the brake. On vehicles equipped with an automatic transmission, place the transmission in N
Neutral ; on vehicles equipped with a manual transmission, depress the clutch. Intended only

for off-road applications such as deep sand, steep grades or pulling heavy objects. Since
sudden changes in terrain can result in abrupt steering wheel motion, make sure you grip the
steering wheel from the outside. Do not grip the spokes. Failure to drive cautiously could result
in an increased risk of loss of vehicle control, vehicle rollover, personal injury and death. Again,
avoid these abrupt inputs. Excess mud stuck on tires and rotating driveshafts causes an
imbalance that could damage drive components. Page Never drive with chains on the front tires
of 4WD vehicles without also putting them on the rear tires. This could cause the rear to slide
and swing around during braking. If you nevertheless decide to equip your 4WD for off-road use
with tires larger than what Ford Motor Company recommends, you should not use these tires
for highway driving. Page Ford Motor Company recommends that caution be used with any
vehicle equipped with a high load or device such as ladder racks or pickup box cover. Page
Vehicle Loading front and rear â€” including vehicle curb weight and all payload. Park the
unloaded vehicle on a level surface. With the ignition on and all doors closed, allow the vehicle
to stand for several minutes so that it can level. The bumper has a 5, lbs. Reconnect the wiring
to the trailer after the trailer is removed from the water. Page Operating the vehicle with the
snowplow attached Ford recommends that the Fâ€” be limited to low speed, personal-use snow
removal. Do not use your vehicle for snow removal until it has been driven at least miles km.
Page Driving Do not attempt to service, repair, or modify the air bag supplemental restraint
system SRS or its fuses. This program is separate from the New Vehicle Limited Warranty. If
you need to arrange roadside assistance for yourself, Ford Motor Company will reimburse a
reasonable amount. To obtain reimbursement information, U. Ford or Mercury vehicles
customers call ; Lincoln vehicle customers call 1â€”â€”â€” Page Fuses And Relays Note:
Always replace a fuse with one that has the specified amperage rating. Using a fuse with a
higher amperage rating can cause severe wire damage and could start a fire. Gently pull on the
cover to make sure it is seated properly. If the dissimilar spare tire or wheel is damaged, it
should be replaced rather than repaired. Page 1. Use the ignition key to remove the lock
cylinder from the access hole of the bumper to allow access to the guide tube. Assemble the
jack handle as shown in the illustration. Repeat this tightness check procedure when servicing
the spare tire pressure every six months, per Scheduled Maintenance Guide , or at any time that
the spare tire is disturbed through service of other components. Use only Ford recommended
replacement fasteners. When a wheel is installed, always remove any corrosion, dirt or foreign
materials present on the mounting surfaces of the wheel or the surface of the front disc brake
hub and rotor that contacts the wheel. Page Connecting the jumper cables 1. Note: In the
illustrations, lightning bolts are used to designate the assisting boosting battery. Ensure that
the cables are clear of fan blades, belts, moving parts of both engines, or any fuel delivery
system parts. Remove the jumper cable from the ground metal surface. Do not tow with a
slingbelt. Ford Motor Company has not approved a slingbelt towing procedure. Page Customer
Assistance Center at the number below. Away from home If you own a Ford or Mercury vehicle
and are away from home when your vehicle needs service, or if you need more help than the
dealership could provide, after following the steps described above, contact the Ford Customer
Relationship Center to find an authorized dealership to help you. Page If you own a Lincoln
vehicle and are away from home when your vehicle needs service, or if you need more help than
the dealership could provide, after following the steps described above, contact the Ford
Customer Relationship Center to find an authorized dealership to help you. If you did not take
advantage of the Ford Extended Service Plan at the time of purchasing your vehicle, you may
still be eligible. Since this information is subject to change, please ask your dealer for complete
details about Ford Extended Service Plan coverage options, or visit the Ford ESP website at The
decisions of the Board are binding on Ford and, in some cases, on the dealer but not on
consumers who are free to pursue other remedies available to them under state or federal law.
Page If your vehicle must be serviced while you are traveling or living in Central or South
America, the Caribbean, or the Middle East, contact the nearest Ford dealership. Page Reporting
Safety Defects U. Page Cleaning low-gloss black colored trim, such as grained door handles,
roof racks, bumpers, side moldings, mirror housings or the windshield cowl area. These
products are available from your dealer. Keep body and door drain holes free from packed dirt.
These quality products have been specifically engineered to fulfill your automotive needs; they
are custom designed to complement the style and appearance of your vehicle. Page
Maintenance And Specifications 2. Turn off the engine and remove the key. Block the wheels.
Set the parking brake and shift to P Park. Go to the front of the vehicle and release the auxiliary
latch that is located on the front bumper under the grill. Lift the hood until the lift cylinders hold
it open. Engine oil filler cap 4. Power steering fluid reservoir 5. Engine oil dipstick 6. Brake fluid
reservoir 7. Engine coolant reservoir 8. Air filter assembly 9. Air filter assembly 4. Engine oil
filler cap 9. Set the parking brake and ensure the gearshift is securely latched in P Park

automatic transmission or 1 First manual transmission. Open the hood. Protect yourself from
engine heat. Put the indicator back in and ensure it is fully seated. Adding engine oil 1. Check
the engine oil. For instructions, refer to Checking the engine oil in this chapter. Page Battery
Maintenance and Specifications It is recommended you use the appropriate Motorcraft oil filter
or another brand meeting Ford specifications for your engine application. BATTERY Your
vehicle is equipped with a Motorcraft maintenance-free battery which normally does not require
additional water during its life of service. Page If the battery has been disconnected or a new
battery has been installed, the clock and the preset radio stations must be reset once the
battery is reconnected. Add the mixture to the coolant reservoir, when the engine is cool, until
the appropriate fill level is obtained. Page Recycled engine coolant Ford Motor Company does
NOT recommend the use of recycled engine coolant in vehicles originally equipped with
Motorcraft Premium Gold Engine Coolant since a Ford-approved recycling process is not yet
available. Page If the engine coolant supply is depleted, this feature allows the vehicle to be
driven temporarily before incremental component damage is incurred. Arrange for the vehicle to
be taken to a service facility. If this is not possible, wait a short period for the engine to cool.
Check the coolant level and replenish if low. Gasoline may contain benzene, which is a
cancer-causing agent. The flow of fuel through a fuel pump nozzle can produce static electricity,
which can cause a fire if fuel is pumped into an ungrounded fuel container. The fuel system may
be under pressure. If the fuel filler cap is venting vapor or if you hear a hissing sound, wait until
it stops before completely removing the fuel filler cap. If the problems persist, see your dealer
or a qualified service technician. Running out of fuel Avoid running out of fuel because this
situation may have an adverse affect on powertrain components. Fill the fuel tank completely
and record the initial odometer reading in kilometers or miles. Each time you fill the tank, record
the amount of fuel added in liters or gallons. Contact your dealer if the window sticker is not
supplied with your vehicle. The EPA window sticker should be your guide for the fuel economy
comparisons with other vehicles. If other than Ford, Motorcraft or Ford-authorized parts are
used for maintenance replacements or for service of components affecting emission control,
such non-Ford parts should be equivalent to genuine Ford Motor Company parts in
performance and durability. Page Service engine soon light on. If the fluid is low, add fluid in
small amounts, continuously checking the level until it reaches the range between the MIN and
MAX lines. Be sure to put the cap back on the reservoir. Install the dipstick making sure it is
fully seated in the filler tube. Remove the dipstick and inspect the fluid level. The fluid should be
in the designated area for normal operating temperature or ambient temperature. Clean the filler
plug. Remove the filler plug and inspect the fluid level. Refer to Lubricant specifications in this
chapter. Page Air Filter S This could cause filter damage and allow unmetered air to enter the
engine if not properly seated. Install a new air filter element into the tray assembly. Return air
filter tray to original position by pressing firmly on the handle until all rearward movement stops
and secure the two clamps. Department of Transportation-Tire quality grades: The U.
Department of Transportation requires Ford to give you the following information about tire
grades exactly as the government has written it. In general, the larger the number, the wider the
tire. Maximum Load Single lbs. You are strongly urged to buy a reliable tire pressure gauge, as
automatic service station gauges may be F f12 Owners Guide postfmt USA English fus Page
Maintenance and Specifications inaccurate. Ford recommends the use of a digital or dial type
tire pressure gauge rather than a stick type tire pressure gauge. Use the recommended cold
inflation pressure for optimum tire performance and wear. Under-inflation or over-inflation may
cause uneven treadwear patterns. Page Only use replacement tires and wheels that are the
same size and type such as P-metric versus LT-metric or all-season versus all-terrain as those
originally provided by Ford. Use of any tire or wheel not recommended by Ford can affect the
safety and performance of your vehicle, which could result in an increased risk of loss of
vehicle control, vehicle rollover, personal injury and death. Do not use tire chains on dry roads.
Do not remove these components from your vehicle when using snow tires and chains. The
correct oil filter must be used as previously described. Page Refill Capacities Engine oil
Motorcraft 4. Use of synthetic or synthetic blend motor oil is not mandatory. Refer to your
Scheduled Maintenance Guide to determine the correct service interval. Model year 7. Assembly
plant 8. Production sequence number Engine number The engine number the last eight
numbers of the vehicle identification number is stamped on the engine block and transmission.
Ford Motor Company will repair or Page This manual is also suitable for: f Print page 1 Print
document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore
password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Popular searches. My notifications My Account.
More about the F Overview Overview. Starting MSRP. Drivetrain Drivetrain automatic locking
hubs yes Transmission 6-speed shiftable automatic Drive type Four wheel drive descent control
yes Rear locking differential yes electronic hi-lo gear selection yes mechanical center

differential yes part time 4WD yes. Fuel tank capacity Engine Engine Torque lb-ft rpm Base
engine size 5. Power Feature Power Feature digital keypad power door locks yes Power mirrors
yes 2 one-touch power windows yes Heated mirrors yes. Instrumentation Instrumentation
compass yes external temperature display yes trip computer yes tachometer yes low fuel level
warning yes clock yes. Driver seat with manual adjustable lumbar support yes Front head room
Rear hip Room Rear leg room Rear shoulder room Dimensions Dimensions Front track Gross
weight lbs. Angle of approach Angle of departure Maximum towing capacity lbs. Ground
clearance 9. Height Wheel base Width Rear track Sponsored cars related to the F Suspension
Suspension front independent suspension yes solid live axle rear suspension yes Stabilizer bar
stabilizer bar yes double wishbone front suspension yes. Warranty Warranty Basic 3 yr.
Drivetrain 5 yr. Rust 5 yr. Roadside 5 yr. Inventory See F Inventory. Sign Up. See F Inventory.
Reliability indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting
how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive
reliability information available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest
subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. The Reliability
score is based on our latest subscriber survey of Ford F owners. The owner comments describe
problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Antilock system ABS , parking brake,
master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. This
was part of a collective electronic problem. Several lights came on at once. Service resolved
and reset. The transducer failed so the brake pressure was incorrect reading psi when no brake
is applied. Decided not to repair and operate with old fashioned non ABS braking. It was fixed
correctly under warranty". Front routers never changed. Dealer advised previously that front
brake assembly totally changed. Ford said Could not turn them to straighten". Replaced all 4
rotors and pads for the first time at that time. Replaced both rear calipers last year atleast one
was sticking a bit and just did the front left one now at km because the outside pad on this
wheel was almost metal on metal. None of the calipers were sticking bad enough to smell
notably bad, just enough to cause wear on pads and have the occasional typical smell. Note
that there have never been any caliper pin issues , they always move freely". The brake pads
were falling apart as a result and caused uneven ware on the rotors. All items had to be
replaced". I had NOT experienced a problem. The recall is the reason I had this part replaced.
Without the recall I would not have taken it in to the dealership. So, don't let my answer skew
the results I just responed to a recall issued by Ford. Thank you". Took in under extended
warranty - dealer replaced the master cylinder and would not release the truck to me until they
were able to receive the part a several days later. The master cylinder had failed. Interesting
stock delay! Pulsating present from beginning. At about 40K miles dealership recommended
replacing front brakes and shaving front discs. Pulsating disappeared after that. Brakes then
repaired by independent shop". Felt the brakes must have needed changed or they would not
have done it. I would pump it several time and it would eventually disengage, but evidently it
was ultimately only partially disengaged. The dealership replaced major components of the
emergency brake, and when that didn't solve the issue, the entire emergency brake was
replaced. This was one of many systems that were faulty and gave many drivers issues". This
happened at 20, km but beyond warranty. I've worn through two sets of OEM pads on the front.
The last time the front pads were replaced, one of the rotors had to be replaced as well because
the pad became dislodged from it mounting and got wedged between the rotor and the caliper.
May have been an assembly problem, or the clips that hold the pad in place may have broken,
but either way the pad life was less than satisfactory. No warning. Had to replace calipers and
one rotor, others machined to their limits already. The first set just wore out. In less than 12,
miles the rear brakes that's Rear Brakes not the front brakes wore out I mean down to
practically nothing!! Absolutely very disappointing to say the least. The dealership did replace
them at no cost. But, I do NOT tow. I do not carry heavy loads. I treat this pickup very nicely. I
don't baby it. I don't manhandle it or drive it like a racecar. Very, very disappointed!! The brakes
are not deigned to work for any reasonable length of time without being redone. This is clearly a
design flaw". Carried it back at K and found out only front was replaced, not the back and had
Back Breaks replaced. Carried back after , miles and told rotors not turned at last repair. Still
have issues with brakes and quit going to this dealer. I replaced the front brake rotors and disc
brake pads with aftermarket parts from Autozone. Brake pad wear was uneven. The problem has
now been resolved. Finally I purchased, drilled and slotted rotors,problem solved. Also my son
has the same year f with the same problem,he also replaced his with drilled and slotted,
problem gone. No towing or hard driving. Warping occurred again within 20K miles. Warping
occurred a third time but I put up with it much as I knew they wouldn't take another resurfacing.

Advised parts salesman of internet price and was told they could match that price. Ordered
them and picked them up the following day. Confirmed they had 6 lug pattern and were vented
by removing from their boxes. Parts rep confirmed fitment for my vehicle. Took them out of their
boxes, placed them in bed of truck and left truck at dealership then next day for installation of
the new rotors and pads. Service writer, who was unaware I purchased the rotors from HIS parts
department, called to say rotors I supplied were the wrong part as they had 7 lug holes, but
luckily, they had the 6 lug rotors in stock. After racing to the dealership to confront them, I
asked where the truck was. I was walked to it and found two 7 lug rotors in the bed. I then
informed them I'd bought the rotors from their parts department and confirmed the part
numbers and lug pattern with the parts department sales rep prior to buying them. I further told
him I have the boxes at home to prove it. The only thing I failed to do was take a photo of the
rotors I supplied while laying in my truck bed. I told the service writer that for his explanation to
be true, it would mean that neither the parts rep or I could count past 6 and that Ford put the
wrong rotor in the wrong box, not once but twice. Not even a red face. In any event, the new
rotors haven't warped in the 30K miles since they were put on. Perhaps the stock rotors were
inferior, I don't know. I was told, at one point, that Motorcraft rotors are superior to the OEM
rotors, but later was told the opposite from another service writer. Who knows? In any event,
the whole episode was tiring. Dealership suggested that it was because I wasn't driving the
vehicle enough I was out of the country frequently with the military at the time. Ford said they
overheated, I have never towed anything, I have never loaded more than a few hundred pounds
in the bed. I am not in the habit of riding the brakes or making quick stops. I drove commercially
for Greyhound Lines for 39 years and am aware of my habits related to braking. Ford turned
rotors twice on front at 15, and 30,00 miles, did not replace pads either time. Required
machining on 3 occasions. Replaced them with after market rotors, and have had no problems
since. Not sure why. After driving it for a month, there was a "pop" in front L suspension when
turning L and with a bump driveway. Brakes were pulling and making a funny sound. Vehicle
still under factory warranty. Bushings replaced and required a total brake job with rotors and
pads - one rotor cracked. Not a good job of pre-sale inspection by dealer". I took it in at km to
have serviced. All at 25, km". Replaced with aftermarket units, and have had no problems since.
Took to dealership and they said the rotors were worn which is highly unusual for a low mileage
truck. Warranty would not cover it. Living with it till is gets worse". Had them looked at several
times but never has been fixed. Not road hunting, but to get to and from where I hunt as I have
two artificial knees and am very restricted as to where I can hunt and how far I can walk. The
squeaking tells the whole world, not just the big game where I am!! What a crock!! Another
disappointing feature about this pickup. Ford just does NOT make them like they used to. Ford
checked them said no problem. Also said nothing could be done. I knew better, I have worked in
the automotive industry for over 50 years. I knew there was no safety hazard as long as there
was plenty of pad. There is two remedys, 1. Put disc brake quite on the back of the pads. Install
a better grade of pad". Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel controls, portable
music device interface e. When I last drove it the camera was perfect. When I returned the
backup camera was dead. Camera had to be replaced. Service tech witnessed problem in
service driveway, had car overnight, problem could not be duplicated in service bay. Techs
could not obtain computer codes to identify the problem once vehicle was in their service bay.
After second camera began malfunctioning, tech hooked computer to vehicle while in reverse
and with parking brake on in their service driveway. Codes were obtained but were determined
to not be responsible for the problem. The third camera replacement began to work
intermittently and dealership said they'd seek help from Ford who told them if no computer
codes were being thrown, leave it alone. Coincidently, the camera began behaving and has not
gone sideways since! The camera has been replaced and serviced several times. Frustratingly,
it quits working then resumes before we can get the vehicle into the shop for service. Fixes it 9
out of 10 times on first try, but sometimes requires a second cycle. Once shortly after purchase
in and repaired under warranty. Malfunctioned in Dealership cleaned and updated unit and
reinstalled. Screen goes blank and this is re-occurring. Issue was corrected at the dealership.
Comes back on after warm up. It is not a fuse. Insurance had to cover and sued Ford for the
repair cost. Dealership said they have dozens of solenoids go bad. Can give you a better
explanation of the engineering factors. I am a previous automotive engineer". Complete module
needed replacement". Bluetooth works fine for entertainment and calling but GPS is a bomb
and Ford help was no help". Opted not to replace unit because all other functions remain
operating. Sometimes it works fine, other times it doesn't". Contacted Ford and the sent me to a
dealer and it was fixed on a extended code from Ford". Multiple times I needed to change Sync".
Shutting down engine and ignition one or two times seems to solve the problem. I have found
this causes more distractions trying to get it to work than if I just answered a handheld phone.

Disappointing since this was a major reason I updated my vehicle in the first place. I can't have
my cell phone attached because it does not work consistently. The programing from the column
doesn't work correctly. In order to fix it I had to go to the dealership and wait for the guy that is
there twice a week to help me. He didn't fix it. I hate that one only part of my truck. Have had it
replaced 3 times with refurbished parts, but they failed within a month. I plan to replace the
entire system. Screen says "battery saver" is turning radio off". They want too much money.
The updates should be free. I have a new Apple iPhone 10Xmax". Sometimes it would recognize
the command but other times it would think I was talking to Siri iPhone voice assistance. SYNC
no longer recognizes incoming text messages, won't read them aloud, and won't let me respond
using voice commands. Siri still pairs to the SYNC system however. So if I want to send a text I
have to unpair my phone, then use iPhone voice commands to send the text. Not at all a
hands-free operation. All other voice commands, such as making or receiving phone calls or
playing music from my phone, still work with SYNC just fine. Took it to the ford dealer they had
problems for a two weeks and finally, Ford figured it out. We could drive it but no radio, no
cruise control and no navigation. Also, unable to reset "oil change required" after oil change".
This repair took two all day visits shortly before the extended warranty expired". Sometimes
this will work but usually not, so I don't bother trying to use it again that day! The part had to be
ordered which required me to take the vehicle in twice for a whole day. It does not understand
what I am saying - or even close to what I am saying. It is 'frustrating' to say the least! I have
had the pickup back to the local Ford dealer several times for this problem. And all I use it for is
to direct it to ca". AC would not cool. Only blows warm air". It started to make an unusual noise,
but was still working. The vehicle was at the dealership for the day while it was replaced.
Restarting the vehicle usually fixes the issue". Passenger side was fine. Duel Climate Control It
was an apparent rare issue. It was covered by extended warranty. Both not commanded by the
driver and are unresponsive to thermostat or fan blower settings. Only happened once. During
hot weather. Problem resolved. Repaired at Ford dealership. Took couple days to get parts.
Complicated repair but was done successfully. A mechanical louver door for mixing air was
broken and blew out very hot air constantly. Ford never was able to fix this even though vehicle
was in multiple times while under warranty for this problem. Cost The dashed was pulled and
the evap coil was replaced. Not long after that, the middle damper door quit working, the blower
motor started to run with noise and then started vibrating while running. Damper door, blower
motor and fan all were replaced. Just too coincidental for me - Just saying. The fan will
constantly try to come on and then stop. Dealer fixed the problem but it returned. Purchased an
extended warranty at this point and then dealer replaced the fan motor, dash panel. Problem
has not returned. I have creaking noises from the automatic doors in the system that several
mechanics have struggled getting stopped". Heater quits working. I have to shut off the climate
system to stop it. The truck has 2 of these motors, so I had the other still functioning motor
replaced to avoid the exorbitant labor cost". This is a known and common problem but no recall
was ever issued for it, which made me a little angry The blower tries to work but cuts off
immediately. So no air conditioning". Replaced blower motor and resistor Known issue with my
model". Changed out and has worked fine so far. Summer is coming, we will see. Replaced
thankfully under extended warranty. Ford dealership identified problem. Thank God we had
purchased an extended warranty! We will pick up truck tomorrow and hopefully everything will
be as it should be. Unacceptable at this mileage, yet out of warranty". So fan would not operate.
It was January and 20 below zero. Ford has not been able to trouble shoot this problem". It
appears to be a common problem with the O-ring seals in a tee fitting. Dye was placed in with
refrigerant to detect place of leak. To date, no leak has shown itself. Ford added freon. During
regular maintenance I expressed my concern about the cooling. The technician confirmed my
problem when he found a coolant leak which was repaired on the same visit. Taking to get
checked out this week". Last summer, I could barely get a cool breeze out of it. A recharge of
the system with RA by the dealer seems to have corrected the problem". Gear selector or
linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment,
rough shifting, slipping transmission. Just installed a new water pump two weeks ago,". The
lights and electronics stayed functional draining the battery. Resulting in difficulty starting
thevtruck after shutting the engine off. This has happened twice. The repair was fiffetentvesch
time". On some occasions will not shift but is stuck between. Must fiddle with selectors or turn
off engine. Turning the truck off and back on sometimes fixes it, other times we have to switch
to manual and try to shift gears that way. Was repaired at no cost under a super secret extended
warranty issued by Ford. The transmission thuds in and out of gear". There is a recall on the F
for slipping transmission". We took it back to the dealer and they did nothing about it. We're
probably going to try again because after a year it's still showing this problem". Would have
trouble periodically getting ojutvof first gear". Molded lead frame and reprogrammed". Had it

done, later got another recall of the recall necessitating another visit to gt the correct computer
recoding done. There may be some minor anomalies of shifting patterns after this work. Fix is
not completed by for yet. I have to wait 5 months before the dealer can get to this issue, since
the backlog of recalled vehicles is so long". The repair took one hour to repair the computer
chip. We did not experience any difficulty before or after the recall. Fixed by dealer at no cost to
me. The speedometer will die and the drivers panel will blank out and then the truck will start
having difficulty shifting gears or even get stuck in 1st gear so that the engine revs to the red
line. Issue now part of recall by ford. Computer reprogrammed, valve body replacement, wiring
harness. I did experience this issue. Ford had a recall that fixed that. We have had a continual
problem with an occasional hesitation in transmission shifting when moving at slow speed that
results in a very sudden jerk in the shift. It's a little scary and is impossible to replicate. Its so
sudden that you think you've been rearended. I did have a few instances where the
transmission slipped. It was corrected, but it took 6 months to get an appointment, which was
ridiculous. Within 10 miles had transmission clunk and it went into limp mode. Dealer found no
trouble". So far, the truck still shifts quickly, quietly, and smoothly". Recall notice issued and
fixed at no cost by dealer. Speedo and other indications shifted down to 5th while traveling at
hwy speed and would not shift below 3rd, making takeoff difficult once stopped. Paid out of
pocket for repair, it later became a recall item but have never been reimbursed for repairs made
out of pocket. Warranty covered all work costs. Drove on a vert rough road and problem cleared
itself. One month ago truck did the same thing when daughter drove it. Limped home, only 3
miles, and parked it. Called Ford dealer, then drove it to the dealer, about 10 miles. Truck started
out good and reached highway speed , 65 mph, approx. Got to Ford dealer and had service
manager get in the truck for a ride. He noted the problems said it needed a new wiring harness
in transmission. Ford fixed the problem with no cost to me. Afterwards the vehicle would on
shift hard between 2nd to 5th gear. Was repaired at not cost under a super-secret extended
warranty issued by Ford. Transmission would drop into lower gear". Had to replace the 4x4
vacuum locking hub. High failure rate. For a truck only being 4 years old should not have
happened. Ford knows it's a problem issues tech bulletins". Hand 4. This did not full-engage the
teeth, which periodically caused a mild grinding sound. Replacing the vacuum lines to each IWE
solved the issue. Never caused outright failure. Switch to 4WD noise goes away. I have
switched out bad component yet". Dealer replaced switch. Ford doesn't have a fix. Only seems
to be on vehicles with" auto" transfer case". I brought it in for service and said they did
something but the problem still persist". I've had it to the dealer twice Kindle Ford and they say
their unable to duplicate and say there is no problem. Very frustrating. Paid dealer to lubricate
some sort of spline. Driveline has always vibrated at about 50 mph". Without warning, the truck
started shaking violently. I was approaching an exit when this happened, and was able to get
the truck off of the road safely before the drive shaft completely fell out of the truck. It appears
that a u-joint failed, doing thousands of dollars of damage to the transfer case and drive shaft. I
had an extended warranty from Ford, but they didn't want to cover the damage because it
happened so soon after purchase. After dozens of photos of the truck and several trips back to
the dealer, Ford did pay to repair the truck. Requires major repair and replacement of glass.
Cannot get an appointment for repair. Intermittent blower failure". Vehicle was dying randomly.
Took Ford dealership 3 hours to locate issue". One day the ac will stop working. Another day
the emissions lights come on. Another day it just won't turn on. And so on". Currently
experiencing "Hill Descent Control Fault", which causes vehicle to go into limp mode on
highway. Very dangerous". This is a known problem with the F, but Ford has done nothing
about it. When the vehicle goes into limp mode on the highway, it creates a very dangerous
situation". Technician found metal in the transfer case fluid. Had the transfer case replaced
under Ford extended service contract. High failure rate with Ford BW transfer case. Case was
drained and refilled with new fluid. Currently, am just adding coolant as needed. Was fixed
under warranty. The dealer said this was because of a leak through the anti-collision light above
the bed. The light has been replaced twice and still leaks. Replaced part of the connection
between the reservoir and cooling system. Diagnosed as a leak of a seal. Expensive to repair.
Water pump was the problem. I was told it was because of the anti-collision light leaking. It has
been replaced twice, and I still have the leak. I told the dealer the drivers door wasn't latching
securely and I thought that's where the leak came from. They checked it out but said the door
was secure. It still leaks and I can hear air around the door when I'm driving. He advised me to
keep an eye on it. Level continued to drop slowly over next miles. Truck is currently at another
Ford dealer for a second opinion. Noticed a leak around the windwshield". The light was
replaced, but the problem came back. It is an issue that Ford knows about but did not do a
recall on. It is not a safety issue". Apparently a known problem with f cooling systems. Should
have been a recall, but Ford decided not to tell any one". Front door is anchored to rear door.

Result is too much movement and too much rattling over bumps. Doors, dash, other areas.
Started shortly after purchase but something I live with. It is a newer vehicle with few miles and
we feel it should not make these noises at all". Right by the ear". Engine rebuild or replacement,
cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. The cause was a
burned valve. Took the truck to a large ford dealer Tasca Ford for the repair. The Service
Manager only wanted to do the valves in one head. I had to argue with him and insist that they
do the valves in both heads while the engine was apart. This is a basic mechanical concept
since the valves in both heads have been exposed to the same wear and tare. In addition the
cost for this repair was exorbitant. The mechanics assigned to the job was less than competent.
I had to take the truck back to the dealer an additional 2 times to get them to properly seal the
engine so it did not leak oil. My Extended Warranty Claim was denied because they say the
spark plug caused the issue, and they say the original OEM sparkplug is not covered under the
extended warranty. Ford does not have an approved helicoil repair for my engine, so I have to
replace the entire engine head if I still want warranty coverage; plus, a helicoil might not wor".
Ford replaced it under the powertrain warranty. Coolant leaks showed leaking gaskets to turbo
chargers. Both Turbo's replaced. Coolant loss continued but burning internally. Eventually
discovered head gasket leaks. Manufacturer replaced motor". First told it was a loose skid plate,
but finally told it was timing chain. Timing change rattles in cold weather. It is a condition that
occurred with some of these engines for a couple of years. About the year '15, the problem no
longer existed. The tension pulley for the timing chain would rattle until the oil pressure
stabilized. No actual failure, but the dealership was able to replicate after a couple of days and
fix it. This issue has been covered under a TSB. Starting to rattle again. Maintenance schedule
followed. Lowered intervals between oil changes. Premium fuel. That vehicle was destroyed in
an accident and I replaced it with the identical truck so that accessories would fit it. The timing
belt then failed on the replacement truck and was not covered under warranty. I took the vehicle
in twice for repair to my local Ford dealer. On the 1st trip, they diagnosed this as a turbo
problem and replaced one of the turbos. A week later the problem occurred again. On the 2nd
trip, the dealer consulted with Ford and diagnosed this a timing chain stretch issue. The timing
chain was replaced along with several other timing chain components. This resolved the
problem. Ford service determined that the timing chain was failing. At oil change mechanics
caught that it was leaking and so i took to ford for repair. It was luckily under CPO powertrain
and so the repair was mostly covered. This happened at only 60k something miles, which is not
much and seems to be very common problem reading about it online, which is disappointing.
Dealer replaced it while under warranty". The first time, it was under warenty and required
complete replacement and new software, it occurred at about 70, miles. The most recent turbo
replacement occurred at , miles due to oil leaks. This caused the driver side climate control to
blow only hot air regardless of climate setting. I had to drive on the shoulder to avoid being run
over. Brought it to Fox Ford and they told me one turbo was bad and the other looked like it was
about to go also. Had both replaced. Now they say the timing chain is bad and need to be
replaced. Said the turbo and timing chain go bad often on this Eco-boost engine". Would not
fix". I hear since that it is a known common problem with the ecoboost engine for a while but
ford won't fix it untill this issue happens to you. Their fix is to put a thin ]lasting sheet over the
bottom half of the intercooler to keep it from being as effective at doing its job". The truck lost
power and slowed way down. This was not covered under warranty, but Ford acknowledges that
there is a problem at about , miles. They will not have a recall on this. I think they should". Paint
fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. The
dealer said there was a defect in the primer and paint application. Pictures were sent to Ford.
Ford said since it was beyond warranty they would not authorize the repair. This must be done
prior to installing a spray on bed liner. Mud flaps alone are not enough! Top coat only, primer
intact. No repair attempted to date". Entire door was replaced using warranty. Front Bumper
could be explained by rock chips causing the premature rust, but there is no explanation for the
roof rusting. When compared to the rest of the body of the vehicle, it would appear the roof was
not corrosion treated properly before it was painted. In less than a year the inside bottom of the
tailgate had rust on it. Also the area around the wheel well started to rust a short time after the
rust warranty was up. Started about 6 months after we purchased the vehicle in We sprayed it
with Rustoleum and it lasted for about a year but it tends to recur. Cost prohibitive to repair.
Needed a new bed body". Very cheap running boards. Rear wheel wells rusting after 6 years".
Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call
Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Ford F Change Vehicle. We tested two versions
of the Ford F pickup: one with the new 5. Performance numbers for the two engines were nearly
identical overall, but we liked the V8's sound better than the more high-tech V6's. Both of our
trucks got the same fuel economy -- 15 mpg overall, which was then strong for the class. There

are 3 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots.
Common Trouble Spot. See all Potential Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall
Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major.
Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel System. Electric System. Climate System. Body
Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots.
Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey for
about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how through vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. NA indicates that we did not receive a large enough
sample size to provide data for a specific year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not
manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say. Antilock system ABS "There was a recall
on this vehicle for this issue. This was one of many systems that were faulty and gave many
drivers issues" Anonymous, Ford F Platinum 3. This is clearly a design flaw" Cathy C. I am a
previous automotive engineer" John I. This repair took two all day visits shortly before the
extended warranty expired" Norman D. And all I use it for is to direct it to ca" Tim T. The truck
has 2 of these motors, so I had the other still functioning motor replaced to avoid the exorbitant
labor cost" Anonymous, SC Ford F FX4 3. So no air conditioning" Troy H. A recharge of the
system with RA by the dealer seems to have corrected the problem" Larry D. Coolers and lines
"Transmission line broke leaking fluid out completely. The repair was fiffetentvesch time" Allan
W. The transmission thuds in and out of gear" Denise D. There is a recall on the F for slipping
transmission" Brent W. We're probably going to try again because after a year it's still showing
this problem" Anonymous, Ford F Unsure 5. Molded lead frame and reprogrammed" Lisa S. I
have to wait 5 months before the dealer can get to this issue, since the backlog of recalled
vehicles is so long" Brent W. So far, the truck still shifts quickly, quietly, and smoothly" Michael
S. Only seems to be on vehicles with" auto" transfer case" Dennis B. I brought it in for service
and said they did something but the problem still persist" Anonymous, LA Ford F Lariat 3.
Driveline has always vibrated at about 50 mph" Michele W. And so on" Denise D. Very
dangerous" Gary L. When the vehicle goes into limp mode on the highway, it creates a very
dangerous situation" Gary L. Air or water leaks "Coolant leaks have occurred around a fitting in
the coolant system. It is not a safety issue" Larry D. Cylinder head "Cyl 7 has low compression
and missing causing engine light to come on. Ford does not have an approved helicoil repair for
my engine, so I have to replace the entire engine head if I still want warranty coverage; plus, a
helicoil might not wor" Anonymous, TN Ford F Lariat 3. Said the turbo and timing chain go bad
often on this Eco-boost engine" Bill C. Would not fix" Arnoldo L. Their fix is to put a thin ]lasting
sheet over the bottom half of the intercooler to keep it from being as effective at doing its job"
Anonymous, MO Ford F XLT 3. Here you can download free Ford F Repair Manual. As this is a
free version, there are no additional costs will occur. What you need to do is download this
repair manual and show it to your mechanic. This will definitely save you a ton of money on
repair. Basically, there are a few Ford F Repair Manuals available in the market today. Most of
these repair manuals covering what a Ford F owners need to know. For example, routine
maintenance, tune-up procedures, engine repair, cooling and heating problems, common air
conditioning problems, fuel and exhaust, emissions control, check engine light, ac recharge
hose, oil capacity, brake system, power steering problems, ignition, transmission fluid,
transmission replacement cost, ac compressor fuse location, overdrive not working,
suspension, cabin air filter, electrical systems, wiring diagrams, blend door repair, temperature
display, bed dimensions, coil pack, navigation system, headlights, blower motor assembly, how
to install a leveling kit on a Ford F pickup truck and many more. Haynes Repair Manual Part
Number This repair manual is based on a complete teardown and rebuild. It does not cover F,
super Duty or diesel model. The Ford Pick-ups Haynes Repair Manual thru has almost
everything you need to know to repair any Ford F built in between and This repair manual
comes with many easy-to-follow photos and step by step guide. Instructions are very clear and
it definitely helps you to do a job quicker and cheaper. Besides, it also tells you the Ford F
towing capacity. It guides you to diagnosis the problem of a Ford pickup truck and provides you
the best and cheapest solution. This manual
jeep commander tail lights
2016 ford focus owners manual pdf
nissan versa cigarette lighter fuse
covers U. Model years from to are packed in this book. Downloading this repair manual is the
first step in repair as it also comes with wiring diagrams. All the repair procedures are
supported by detailed specifications, photographs, and exploded views. Apart of basic
maintenance and repairs, you can also download free Ford wiring diagrams for all kinds of Ford

cars including Ford Taurus, Ford Mustang, Ford Focus and etc. Haynes has published a few
more repair manuals for Ford Pickups over the years since Ford F was launched. They are often
regarded as the most needed repair manual for Ford owners. Have something better than the
Haynes repair manual for Ford cars? You may use the Contact Us feature to send us your free
repair manual if you have one. PDF, Microsoft Word or any files are welcome. Own a Ford
Focus? Try to download Ford Focus Repair Manual online for free. Your email:. You may also
like:. Bangkok All-New Ford Territory. Weirdest Old Car Features. Ford Focus Repair Manual.

